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This document summarizes the research performed by the members of the NIST Cloud Computing
Forensic Science Working Group, and aggregates, categorizes and discusses the forensics challenges
faced by experts when responding to incidents that have occurred in a cloud-computing ecosystem. The
challenges are presented along with the associated literature that references them. The immediate goal of
the document is to begin a dialogue on forensic science concerns in cloud computing ecosystems. The
long-term goal of this effort is to gain a deeper understanding of those concerns (challenges) and to
identify technologies and standards that can mitigate them.
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Executive Summary
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The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has been designated by the Federal Chief
Information Officer (CIO) to accelerate the federal government’s secure adoption of cloud computing by
leading efforts to develop standards and guidelines in close consultation and collaboration with standards
bodies, the private sector, and other stakeholders.
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Consistent with NIST’s mission 2, the NIST Cloud Computing Program (NCCP) has developed “NIST
Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap” [REF63] as one of many mechanisms in support of the USG’s
secure and effective adoption of the Cloud Computing technology 3 to reduce costs and improve services.
Standards are critical to ensure cost-effective and easy migration, to ensure that mission-critical
requirements can be met, and to reduce the risk that sizable investments may become prematurely
technologically obsolete. Standards are key elements required to ensure a level playing field in the global
marketplace 4. The importance of setting standards in close relation with private sector involvement is
highlighted in a memorandum from the White House; M-12-08, 5 dated January 17, 2012.
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With the rapid adoption of cloud computing technology, a new need has arisen for the application of
digital forensic science to this domain. The validity and reliability of forensic science is crucial in this
new context and requires new methodologies for identifying, collecting, preserving, and analyzing
evidence in multi-tenant cloud environments that offer rapid provisioning, global elasticity and broadnetwork accessibility. This is necessary to support the U.S. criminal justice and civil litigation systems as
well as to provide capabilities for security incidence response and internal enterprise operations.
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The NIST Cloud Computing Forensic Science Working Group (NCC FSWG) was established to research
cloud forensic science challenges in the cloud environment and to develop plans for measurements,
standards and technology research to mitigate the challenges that cannot be handled with current
technology and methods. The NCC FSWG has surveyed existing literature and developed a set of
challenges related to cloud computing forensics. This document presents those challenges along with the
associated literature. The document also provides a preliminary analysis of these challenges by including
(1) the roles of cloud forensics stakeholders, (2) the relationship of each challenge to the five essential
characteristics of cloud computing as defined in the Cloud Computing model, and (3) the nine categories
to which the challenges belong.
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2

This effort is consistent with the NIST role per the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act (NTTAA) of 1995,
which became law in March 1996.

3

NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, Special Publication (SP) 800-145 [REF65]: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction.”

4

This edition of the standards roadmap focuses on USG cloud computing requirements for interoperability, performance,
portability, security, and accessibility. It does not preclude the needs to address other essential requirements.

5

Principles for Federal Engagement in Standards Activities to Address National Priorities, January 17, 2012
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memoranda/2012/m-12-08.pdf
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Introduction

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

Over the past few years, cloud computing has revolutionized the methods by which digital data is stored,
processed, and transmitted. With this paradigm shift away from traditional standalone computer devices,
workstations and networks to the cloud environment, many technological challenges exist. One of the
most daunting new challenges is how to perform digital forensics in the various types of cloud computing
environments. Cloud computing, in some respects, is similar to prior computing technologies. However,
with the advent of advanced hypervisors (which allow virtual machines) and geographical independence
(due to networking advancements), challenges with forensics in these arenas, which may cross
geographical boundaries or legal boundaries, become an issue.

196
197
198
199
200
201

NIST carries out many research activities related to forensic science. The goals of these activities are to
improve the accuracy, reliability, and scientific validity of forensic science through advances in its
measurements and standards infrastructure. As part of these activities, the NIST Cloud Computing
Forensic Science Working Group (NCC FSWG) is identifying emerging standards and technologies that
would help solve “challenges,” that is, the most pressing problems fundamental to carrying out forensics
in a cloud computing environment to lawfully obtain (e.g., via warrant or subpoena) all relevant artifacts.

202
203
204
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206
207
208

The cloud exacerbates many technological, organizational, and legal challenges already faced by digital
forensics examiners. Several of these challenges, such as those associated with data replication, location
transparency, and multi-tenancy are somewhat unique to cloud computing forensics [REF2]. The NCC
FSWG collected and aggregated a list of cloud forensics challenges (see Annex B) that are introduced and
discussed in this document. Future work will involve developing possible technological approaches to
mitigate these challenges, and determining gaps in technology and standards needed to address these
challenges.

209

1.1

210
211
212

This document serves as a basis to begin a dialogue on forensic science concerns in cloud computing
ecosystems, and serves as a starting point for understanding those concerns (challenges), with the intent to
solve these challenges by identifying technologies and standards to meet those challenges.

213

1.2

214
215
216
217

The primary audience for this document includes digital forensics examiners and researchers, cloudsecurity professionals, law-enforcement officers and cloud auditors. However, given the breadth and
depth of this topic, many other stakeholders, such as cloud policy makers, executives, and the general user
population of cloud service consumers may also be interested in certain aspects of this document.

Document Goals

Audience

1
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2

Overview

219
220
221

This section discusses the definition of cloud computing forensic science, elaborates on why cloud
computing challenges traditional digital forensics methods, and describes what constitutes a challenge for
cloud forensics.

222

2.1

223
224
225
226
227

Many experts consider forensic science to be the application of a broad spectrum of sciences and
technologies to the investigation and establishment of facts of interest in relation to criminal, civil law, or
regulatory issues. The rapid advance of cloud services requires the development of better forensic tools to
keep pace. However, the resulting techniques may also be used for purposes outside the scope of law to
reconstruct an event that has occurred.

228
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Cloud computing forensic science is the application of scientific principles, technological practices and
derived and proven methods to reconstruct past cloud computing events through identification, collection,
preservation, examination, interpretation and reporting of digital evidence.
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NIST defines cloud computing (see [REF65]) as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential
characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models.” Cloud forensics is a process applied
to an implementation of this model.
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Ruan, et al. [REF2] proposes a working definition for cloud forensics as the application of digital forensic
science in cloud environments. Technically, it consists of a hybrid forensic approach (e.g., remote, virtual,
network, live, large-scale, thin-client, thick-client) towards the generation of digital evidence.
Organizationally it involves interactions among cloud actors (i.e., cloud provider, cloud consumer, cloud
broker, cloud carrier, cloud auditor) for the purpose of facilitating both internal and external
investigations. Legally it often implies multi-jurisdictional and multi-tenant situations.

243
244

Various process models have been developed for digital forensics, including the following eight
distinctive steps and attributes [REF61]:

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

1. Search authority. In a legal investigation, legal authority is required to conduct a search or seizure
of data.
2. Chain of custody. In legal contexts, chronological documentation of evidence handling is required
to avoid allegations of evidence tampering or misconduct.
3. Imaging/hashing function. When digital evidence is found, it should be carefully duplicated and
then hashed to validate the integrity of the copy.
4. Validated tools. When possible, tools used for forensics should be validated to ensure reliability
and correctness.
5. Analysis. Forensic analysis is the execution of investigative and analytical techniques to examine
the evidence.
6. Repeatability and reproducibility (quality assurance). The procedures and conclusions of forensic
analysis should be repeatable and reproducible by the same or other forensic analysts.
7. Reporting. The forensic analyst must document his or her analytical procedure and conclusions for
use by others.
8. Possible presentation. In some cases, the forensic analyst will present his or her findings and
conclusions to a court or other audience.

Definition of Cloud Computing Forensic Science

2
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In order to carry out digital forensic investigations in the cloud, these steps need to be applied or adapted
to the cloud context. Many of them pose significant challenges. This document is focused on the forensic
analysis of artifacts retrieved from a cloud environment. A related discipline, which is not addressed here,
is carrying out the forensic process using a cloud environment. This involves using the cloud to perform
examination and analysis of digital evidence [REF68].

266

2.2

267
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270

There are numerous challenges for the various stakeholders who share an interest in forensic analysis of
cloud computing environments. Challenges to cloud forensics can broadly be categorized into technical,
legal, and organizational 6 challenges. Such challenges occur when technical, legal, or organizational tasks
become impeded or prevent the examination by the digital forensics examiner.
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278

When comparing cloud forensics challenges to those of traditional digital forensics, we consider cloud
forensics challenges to be either unique to the cloud environment, or exacerbated by the cloud
environment [REF2]. While the goals of first responders and forensic examiners may be the same in the
cloud context in comparison to traditional large-scale network forensics, distinctive features of cloud
computing such as segregation of duties among cloud actors, inability to acquire network logs from the
load balancer or routers, multi-tenancy, and rapid elasticity introduce unique scenarios for digital
investigations. On the other hand, challenges associated with, for example, virtualization, large-scale data
processing, and proliferation of mobile devices and endpoints are exacerbated in the cloud.

279
280
281
282

Cloud forensics challenges cannot be solved by technology, law, or organizational principles alone. Many
of the challenges need solutions in all three areas. Technical, legal and organizational scholars and
practitioners have begun to discuss these challenges. This report focuses more on the technical challenges,
which need to be understood in order to develop technology- and standards-based mitigation approaches.

283

2.3

284
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287
288
289

There are many stakeholders involved in cloud forensics activities, including members of government,
industry, and academia. One of the biggest challenges in cloud computing is understanding who holds the
responsibilities for the various tasks involved in managing the cloud. All responsibilities should be clear
at the time of contract signing. Forensics is an area that is particularly prone to misunderstandings since it
is often not until a forensic investigation is under way that stakeholders start making assertions about
ownership and responsibilities.

290
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For the purposes of this document, a list of stakeholders in cloud forensics is presented in Annex A. The
table in this Annex introduces the stakeholders in the left-most column and provides a description of each
stakeholder in the right-most column. The central columns identify the Cloud Actors as defined in NIST
SP 500-292 [REF64]. The roles played by each cloud stakeholder in the cloud ecosystem are identified.
The list provided in Annex A is not comprehensive. It was created based on the analysis of the forensics
challenges the authors collected and aggregated as part of this study.

Defining What Constitutes a Challenge for Cloud Computing Forensics

Cloud computing forensics stakeholders and their roles

296

6

Organizational challenges involve challenges dealing with cloud actors (see Annex A) working together to obtain digital
evidence. The cloud actors include consumer, provider, broker, auditor and carrier [REF2].

3
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298
299

This section discusses how the NCC FSWG collected and aggregated the challenges, as well as the steps
taken to perform a preliminary analysis of the challenges.

300

3.1

301
302
303

The first step towards identifying the challenges that cloud forensics practitioners are facing was to study
the available literature and gather available data on this topic. The data was then aggregated in a
meaningful way that permits further analysis.

304
305
306
307

The data was gathered and aggregated as a collective group effort by the active participants of the NCC
FSWG. These active participants represent many key cloud ecosystem stakeholders, including
government, private industry, and academia, both domestically and internationally. The methodology for
gathering the data was as follows:
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311

•
•
•

312
313
314
315

The data gathered was inserted into a spreadsheet (shown in Annex B) that currently lists 65 challenges,
together with challenge descriptions, categories, cloud computing essential characteristics [REF65], and
relevant references. (Note that the last column in the spreadsheet lists references that discuss each
challenge.)

316
317
318

To better assist with a focused discussion and formal analysis of the challenges, a “normalized syntax”
was developed with which to express each challenge. This “normalized syntax” is described later in this
section.

319
320

The cloud forensic science challenges were aggregated in a spreadsheet referred to as the “Cloud
Forensics Challenges” spreadsheet. The major objectives of the spreadsheet are:

321
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324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336

•

337

To achieve these objectives, we developed a formula for a normalized sentence syntax that allows

•

•

Cloud Forensics Challenges

Collection and Aggregation of Challenges

Perform a literature search. Most of these sources are listed in the References Section (Section 8).
Obtain input from a variety of stakeholders in the group.
Have various group discussions among the participants through scheduled conference calls as well as
emails.

Identify the major challenges in conducting digital forensics procedures where the evidence resides in
a cloud computing environment. While there are challenges in conducting any digital forensics
procedure, the essential characteristics of cloud computing systems enumerated in Section 3.2 provide
many challenges that are not encountered, or encountered to a lesser degree, in more traditional
computing models.
Establish a common vocabulary for communicating challenges between stakeholders. There are many
stakeholders in cloud forensics including, but not limited to, cloud Consumers, cloud Providers, first
responders, forensics examiners, and law enforcement. As a result of this diverse set of stakeholders,
a common “language” is needed to allow effective communication of the challenges between the
various groups.
Create an on-going dialogue among stakeholders to define potential technology and standards
mitigation approaches to the forensics challenges faced in the cloud computing environment. The
challenges identified in the Cloud Forensics Challenges spreadsheet are certainly not comprehensive.
As the spreadsheet continues to evolve, the long term objective is to identify potential technology and
standards mitigation approaches and to determine technology and standards gaps to address the
challenges.

4
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339

expression of all cloud forensics challenges in a common format. Figure 1 contains the normalized
formula.

Normalized challenge [formula]:
For an [actor/stakeholder], [action/operation] applicable to
[object of this action] is challenging because [reason]
340
341

Figure 1: Normalized Formula for Expressing Cloud Computing Forensics Challenges

This formula is comprised of four “variables:”
•

342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357

In Annex B, the normalized description of each challenge is shown in the sixth column.
Taken as a whole, the 65 items identified by the Cloud Forensics Challenges spreadsheet represent many
of the major challenges that are being faced in performing digital forensics in the cloud environment
based on the collective experience of the NCC FSWG. The NCC FSWG hopes that by initiating this
dialogue, the experience of other professionals can be drawn upon to further refine and update this
product.

358

3.2

359
360
361

The NCC FSWG has attempted to keep the challenges generic without taking on the multitude of
differences in architectures between the many products that proliferate the cloud computing family of
offerings.

362
363
364
365

To assist in organizing the cloud forensics challenges, each challenge was correlated to one or more of the
five essential characteristics of the cloud computing model as defined in The NIST Definition of Cloud
Computing [REF65]. These characteristics, which are identified in the second column of the challenges
spreadsheet in Annex B, include:

366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375

•

•
•
•

•
•

Actor/Stakeholder – This variable [a noun] identifies the stakeholder(s) who is affected by the
challenge that has been identified. Examples of stakeholders include cloud consumers,
investigators, first responders, etc.
Action/Operation - This variable [a verb] identifies the activity that the stakeholder would like to
perform. Examples of actions include decrypting, imaging, gaining access, etc.
Object of This Action – This variable identifies the specific item upon which the action is to be
performed. Examples of objects include data, audit logs, time stamps, evidence, etc.
Reason – This variable identifies the primary challenges that the stakeholder faces in order to
perform the specified action on the object.

Data Analysis

On-demand self-service - A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as
server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with
each service provider.
Broad network access - Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones,
tablets, laptops, and workstations).
Resource pooling - The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers
using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and
reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the
customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but
5
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381
382
383
384
385

•

•

may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter).
Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth.
Rapid elasticity - Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases
automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the
capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any
quantity at any time.
Measured service - Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a
metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage,
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and
reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

386
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A review of the Annex B challenges reveals that a majority of the issues are technical in nature, with a
major secondary group that is framed by legal and organizational issues. The technical issues revolve
around the differences between the operating framework of cloud computing and traditional datacenter
physical computing. The legal and organizational issues reflect primarily the crossing of national borders
through the manner in which cloud providers store customer information for operational redundancy, cost
and reliability.

392
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394
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396

To facilitate a more detailed understanding and analysis of the challenges identified, they have been
organized into the mind map shown in Annex C. The mind map provides a graphic depiction of the
relationship between items (in this case challenges) and was used to provide structure and to classify the
challenges into categories. The highest level of the mind map (presented in blue text) represents the
complete set of the challenges that were identified in Annex B.

397
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401

To assist in a meaningful analysis, the challenges were then categorized into the following nine major
groups (presented in red text in the mind map). The categories and associated descriptions below provide
a summary of the contents of Annex B. Some of the challenges lie in more than one category because, as
will be described, a challenge may be part of a “primary category” and also part of a different “related
category.” Refer to Annex B for the details.

402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422

•

•

•

•

Architecture (e.g., diversity, complexity, provenance, multi-tenancy, data segregation, etc.) -Architecture challenges in cloud forensics include dealing with variability in cloud architectures
between providers; tenant data compartmentalization and isolation during resource provisioning;
proliferation of systems, locations and endpoints that can store data; accurate and secure provenance
for maintaining and preserving chain of custody; infrastructure to support seizure of cloud resources
without disrupting other tenants; etc.
Data collection (e.g., data integrity, data recovery, data location, imaging, etc.) -- Data collection
challenges in cloud forensics include locating forensic artifacts in large, distributed and dynamic
systems; locating and collecting volatile data; data collection from virtual machines; data integrity in
a multi-tenant environment where data is shared among multiple computers in multiple locations and
accessible by multiple parties; inability to image all the forensic artifacts in the cloud; accessing the
data of one tenant without breaching the confidentiality of other tenants; recovery of deleted data in a
shared and distributed virtual environment; etc.
Analysis (e.g., correlation, reconstruction, time synchronization, logs, metadata, timelines, etc.)
-- Analysis challenges in cloud forensics include correlation of forensic artifacts across and within
cloud providers; reconstruction of events from virtual images or storage; integrity of metadata;
timeline analysis of log data including synchronization of timestamps; etc.
Anti-forensics (e.g., obfuscation, data hiding, malware, etc.) -- Anti-forensics are a set of
techniques used specifically to prevent or mislead forensic analysis. Challenges in cloud forensics
include the use of obfuscation, malware, data hiding, or other techniques to compromise the integrity
of evidence; malware may circumvent virtual machine isolation methods; etc.
6
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465

•

•

•

•
•

Incident first responders (e.g., trustworthiness of cloud providers, response time,
reconstruction, etc.) -- Incident first responder challenges in cloud forensics include confidence,
competence, and trustworthiness of the cloud providers to act as first-responders and perform data
collection; difficulty in performing initial triage; processing a large volume of forensic artifacts
collected; etc.
Role management (e.g., data owners, identity management, users, access control, etc.) -- Role
management challenges in cloud forensics include uniquely identifying the owner of an account;
decoupling between cloud user credentials and physical users; ease of anonymity and creating
fictitious identities online; determining exact ownership of data; authentication and access control;
etc.
Legal (e.g., jurisdictions, laws, service level agreements, contracts, subpoenas, international
cooperation, privacy, ethics, etc.) -- Legal challenges in cloud forensics include identifying and
addressing issues of jurisdictions for legal access to data; lack of effective channels for international
communication and cooperation during an investigation; data acquisition that relies on the
cooperation of cloud providers, as well as their competence and trustworthiness; missing terms in
contracts and service level agreements; issuing subpoenas without knowledge of the physical location
of data; seizure and confiscation of cloud resources may interrupt business continuity of other tenants;
etc.
Standards (e.g., standard operating procedures, interoperability, testing, validation, etc.) -Standards challenges in cloud forensics include lack of even minimum/basic SOPs, practices, and
tools; lack of interoperability among cloud providers; lack of test and validation procedures; etc.
Training (e.g., forensic investigators, cloud providers, qualification, certification, etc.) -Training challenges in cloud forensics include misuse of digital forensic training materials that are not
applicable to cloud forensics; lack of cloud forensic training and expertise for both investigators and
instructors; limited knowledge by record-keeping personnel in cloud providers about evidence; etc.

Once the challenges were grouped into their primary categories, it was determined that several challenges
could logically be grouped into subcategories (presented in green text in the mind map). For example,
“Data Integrity” and “Data Recovery” were determined to be two important subcategories of the “Data
Collection” category because multiple data collection challenges could be logically grouped into these
subcategories. Annex C.1 is the mind map that represents these categories and subcategories. Once all of
the categories and subcategories were identified, each of the challenges in the spreadsheet in Annex B
was analyzed in relationship to the other challenges and mapped into the appropriate category (and
subcategory, if appropriate). These challenges (presented in black text in the mind map) are the end
nodes for each path through the mind map.
During this preliminary analysis, it was also discovered that while every challenge could be logically
grouped into a primary category, many of the challenges overlapped into other categories. Within the
spreadsheet in Annex B, the latter challenges are identified to belong to one or more “related categories.”
To make a distinction between primary categories and related categories in the mind map, different node
background colors were selected. A challenge’s primary category is depicted by a green node
background (Annex C.2 shows the primary categories), while a challenge’s related category is depicted
by an orange background (Annex C.3 shows the related categories).
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467

4

Preliminary Analysis

468
469

Our study examined 65 different challenges related to cloud computing forensics. This section provides
additional insight into the nature of these challenges.

470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477

In traditional computer forensics, due to the centralized nature of the information technology systems,
investigators can have full control over the forensic artifacts (e.g., router logs, process logs, hard disks).
However, in a cloud ecosystem, due to the distributed nature of the information technology systems,
control over the functional layers varies among cloud actors depending on the service model. Therefore
investigators have reduced visibility and control over the forensic artifacts. For example, cloud consumers
have the highest level of control over the functional stack in an IaaS cloud model and the least level of
control in an SaaS cloud model. Because of this difference in control, evidence collection varies
according to the service model [REF60].

478
479
480
481
482
483
484

An important source of forensic analysis is logs, many of which may be available in cloud computing
environments but may be hard to access or aggregate due to the segregation of duties among actors and
lack of transparency of log data for the consumer. Three examples of such logs are audit logs, security
logs, and application logs. Audit logs are the records of interactions between services and the underlying
operating system. Security logs trace users to actions, identifying the particular user who took an action
on a particular date at a particular time. Application logs record activity generated by the applications
along with errors and other operational faults of the applications.

485
486
487
488
489
490
491

In cloud computing, when there is a potential need for forensic artifacts at the hypervisor/virtual machine
monitor (VMM) layers, additional complexity arises from the architecture of the cloud ecosystem. Just as
there can be significant differences in how Windows, Linux, and other operating systems create and
handle events, there are different architectures and configurations for hypervisors/VMMs from the
different manufacturers and each has its own event definition and logging (or lack thereof). Cloud
computing can present a challenge to the acquisition of artifacts if, for example, the creation and
migration of a virtual path or virtual asset needs to be ascertained across several platforms or providers.

492
493
494
495
496

To perform forensic analysis using logs with the integrity on which all stakeholders can rely, the logs
must be trusted [REF67]. Decentralization of logs among different layers, accessibility of logs, the multitenancy nature of clouds, and preserving the chain of custody make log analysis challenging in clouds.
Additionally, the use of logs in hypervisors is not well understood and presents a significant challenge to
cloud forensics.

497
498

The identification, collection, and preservation of media can be particularly challenging in a cloud
computing environment given several possible factors, including:

499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508

1) Identification of the cloud provider and its partners. This is needed to better understand the
environment and thus address the factors below.
2) The ability to conclusively identify the proper accounts held within the cloud by a consumer,
especially if different cyber personas are used.
3) The ability of the forensics examiner to gain access to the desired media.
4) Obtaining assistance of the cloud infrastructure/application provider service staff.
5) Understanding the topology, proprietary policies, and storage system within the cloud.
6) Once access is obtained, the examiner’s ability to complete a forensically sound image of the media.
7) The sheer volume of the media.
8) The ability to respond in a timely fashion to more than one physical location if necessary.
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509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517

9) E-discovery, log file collection and privacy rights given a multi-tenancy system. (How does one
collect the set of log files applicable for this matter versus extraneous information with possible
privacy rights protections?)
10) Validation of the forensic image.
11) The ability to perform analysis on encrypted data and the collector’s ability to obtain keys for
decryption.
12) The storage system no longer being local.
13) There is often no way to link given evidence to a particular suspect other than by relying on the cloud
provider’s word.

518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525

Standards and technologies need to be developed to address these challenges. For example, forensic
protocols need to be developed that can be adopted by the major cloud Providers. These protocols must
adequately address the needs of the first responders and court systems while assuring the cloud Providers
no disruption or minimal disruption to their service(s). On the technology front, an example of a current
need is the ability to lawfully perform remote digital forensics collections that will lower the costs of
travel. In essence, this will involve moving forensic images electronically from the cloud Provider to a
forensics lab. Better yet would be performing the forensics in a scientifically sound manner in the cloud
itself.

526

4.1

527
528
529

During the preliminary analysis, we found some common topics in these challenges, each of which
overlaps several of the categories enumerated in the mind map. These topics appear to be orthogonal to
those categories, and are therefore included here to provide additional insight into the challenges.

530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555

•

•

•

Additional Observations

Time – Time is frequently a critical issue as related to time synchronization and the possible
disappearance of evidence if not found quickly. Zimmerman and Glavach [REF53] point out, “Once
the information source is identified, do all involved entities have time synchronized via a consistent
time source such as Network Timing Protocol (NTP). If a forensic expert has a difficult time
convincing your legal counsel that the time stamps from client-side log files match time stamps on
provider-side log files, the forensics will be difficult to defend.” Also, if evidence is not found quickly
enough, it may be overwritten or lost in some other manner. Some example challenges in Annex B
related to time include Challenge #5 (Timestamp synchronization), Challenge #14 (Real-time
investigation intelligence processes not possible), Challenge #30 (Data available for a limited time),
and Challenge #53 (International cloud services).
Location – Locating the digital media can be a time consuming process in cloud environment cases.
An understanding of the topology will aid in identifying physical locations of media storage. Both
back-up and redundant storage are important. The legal venue can add to the complexity and is an
important item to address early on. Locating the evidence can be a big hurdle. As pointed out in
Zimmerman and Glavach [REF53], “before network or computer forensics can begin, the network or
computer must be ‘found.’ There may only be traces of a virtual machine (VM) because the VM may
reside on dispersed, internationally-located physical drives.” Some example challenges in Annex B
related to location include Challenge #17 (Multiple venues and geo-locations), Challenge #25
(Decreased access and data control), Challenge #27 (Locating evidence), Challenge #37 (Additional
evidence collection), Challenge #48 (Physical data location), and Challenge #60 (Decoupling user
credentials & physical location).
Sensitive data – Sensitive data theft cases (insider, outsider, and both working together) is an
important issue. According to CIO.com [REF69], the U.S. Commission on Intellectual Property
estimates over $300B in annual losses to U.S. companies due to theft. The pervasive use of cloud
computing environments by employees for personal use could heighten the risk of insider theft given
the low cost storage arrays available and low cost high-speed bandwidth to move data. The intrusion
9
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556
557
558
559
560

threat has grown for all systems connected to the Internet. Some example challenges in Annex B
related to sensitive data include Challenge #39 (Selective data acquisition), Challenge #56
(Confidentiality and Personally Identifiable Information (PII)), Challenge #61 (Authentication and
access control), and Challenge #7 (Use of metadata).
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561

5

Conclusions

562
563
564
565
566
567
568

This document highlights many of the forensic challenges in the cloud computing environment for the
digital forensics practitioner, the cloud Providers, law enforcement, and others. We provide a definition
of cloud computing forensics to scope this area. We discuss cloud forensics stakeholders and their roles.
In our approach, we list 65 challenges using a formula of four variables of actor/stakeholder,
action/operation, object of action, and reason. We examined recent research papers and involved the
international community. Our categories of challenges include architecture, data collection, analysis,
anti-forensics, incident first responders, role management, legal issues, standards, and training.

569
570
571
572
573
574
575

As pointed out in [REF47], “more research is required in the cyber domain, especially in cloud
computing, to identify and categorize the unique aspects of where and how digital evidence can be found.
End points such as mobile devices add complexity to this domain. Trace evidence can be found on
servers, switches, routers, cell phones, etc. Digital evidence can be found at the expansive scenes of the
crime which includes numerous computers as well as peripheral devices…To aid in this quest, digital
forensics standards and frameworks for digital forensics technologies are required now more than ever in
our networked environment.”

576
577
578
579

The NCC FSWG will continue its efforts and will initiate more dialogue among the stakeholders. The
next steps include (1) further analysis of the cloud forensics challenges, (2) prioritizing the challenges, (3)
choosing the highest priority challenges and determining gaps in technology, standards and measurements
to address these challenges, and (4) developing a roadmap to address these gaps.
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6

Acronyms

581

Selected acronyms and abbreviations used in the guide are defined below.

CIO

Chief Information Officer

IATAC

Information Assurance Technology Analysis Center

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

ITL

Information Technology Laboratory

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NTP

Network Timing Protocol

NCC FSWG

NIST Cloud Computing Forensic Science Working Group

NTTAA

National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

PII

Personally Identifiable Information

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

SP

Special Publication

U.S.

United States

USG

U.S. Government

VM

Virtual Machine

VMM

Virtual Machine Monitor
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583

7

Glossary

584
Challenges

A challenge, for this paper, is currently a difficult or impossible task that is
either unique to cloud computing or exacerbated by it.

Cloud computing

A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics,
three service models, and four deployment models. – “The NIST
Definition of Cloud Computing,” NIST SP 800-145, September 2011.

Cloud Provider

The entity (a person or an organization) responsible for making a service
available to interested parties. – “US Government Cloud Computing
Technology Roadmap Volume II Release 1.0,” NIST SP 500-293,
November 2011.

Digital forensics

The process used to acquire, preserve, analyze and report on evidence
using scientific methods that are demonstrably reliable, accurate, and
repeatable such that it may be used in judicial proceedings. – “SWGDE
Digital Forensics as a Forensic Science Discipline,” Version 1.0, February
6, 2014.

Forensics

The use or application of scientific knowledge to a point of law, especially
as it applies to the investigation of crime. – “SWGDE and SWGIT Digital
and Multimedia Evidence Glossary,” Version 2.7, April 8, 2013.

Imaging

The process used to obtain a bit by bit copy of data residing on the original
electronic media. This process allows the investigator to review a duplicate
of the original evidence while preserving that evidence. -- “Computer
Forensics: Digital Forensic Analysis Methodology.” 01/2008 Volume 56,
number 1, DOJ.

Virtual machine

A virtual data processing system that appears to be at the disposal of a
particular user, but whose functions are accomplished by sharing the
resources of a real data processing system. – “ISO/IEC 2382-1:1993,
Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms.”

Virtualization

The simulation of the software and/or hardware upon which other software
runs. This simulated environment is called a virtual machine. – “Guide to
Security for Full Virtualization Technologies,” NIST 800-125, January
2011.
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Annex A - Stakeholders

762
MAPPING OF CLOUD FORENSICS STAKEHOLDERS TO CLOUD ACTORS (AS DEFINED IN NIST REFERENCE
ARCHITECTURE [REF64]) IN THE CONTEXT OF A CLOUD FORENSIC INVESTIGATION
(In answer to the question: "Would this Cloud Actor ever play this Role in a Cloud Forensic investigation?").

BROKER

X

X

X

State Regulators
Federal Regulators
Federal Agencies
(including Federal Legal
Court)
State Agencies
(including Legal Courts)
Academia/Research
Organizations

Description
An organizational user of Cloud services

X

An individual user of cloud services who is a member of an
Enterprise Customer organization

X

An individual user of cloud services who is not consuming those
services as a member of an Enterprise Customer organization
Provider of cloud services

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Provide data transport between Cloud consumers and Cloud
providers
Independent of consumers and providers, they determine whether
services being provided comply to SLA
Regulatory bodies with public oversight responsibilities, typically
appointed by State or Local Governments
(or at a broader level, County or Province or Parish, etc.)
Regulatory bodies with public oversight responsibilities, typically
appointed by the Federal Government
U.S. Federal Agencies (or on a broader level, National
Government agencies)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

State Agencies with public oversight responsibilities (or at a
broader level, Provincial or Regional Agencies)
Recognized universities, colleges, and research organizations that
operate forensic laboratories or conduct cloud forensics research
Businesses that offer identity and access management (IAM)
services as part of the cloud ecosystem

X

Recognized cloud forensics testing and certification organizations,
etc.
Self explanatory

Third-party IAM Service
Vendors

X

Testing and Certification
Vendors
Law Enforcement
Agents

X

Forensic Laboratory

CARRIER

PROVIDER

Cloud Enterprise
Customer
Cloud End-User
(Employee of Enterprise
Customer)
Cloud Individual
Customer
Cloud Service Vendor
Communication
Services Vendors
Third-party, Independent
Assessors

AUDITOR

Cloud Forensics
Stakeholders

CONSUMER

Stakeholder's Role as
CLOUD ACTORS

X

X
X

X

Specialized facility equipped to perform forensics work, either for
Law Enforcement or other forensics applications
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Annex B - Cloud Forensics Challenges
Relevance of
Essential Cloud
Characteristics

1

OD=On-demand
self-service;
BNA=Broad
network access;
RP=Resource
pooling;
RE=Rapid
elasticity;
MS=Measured
service

RP/MS

Short Title (for
inclusion in
the Mind Map)

Deletion in the
cloud

Normalized [FORMULA]: For a
[actor/stakeholder (e.g.,
consumer)], [action/operation]
applicable to [object of this action]
is challenging because [reason]

Challenge

Description

Attributing
deleted data to a
specific user.

Deletion in the cloud is often based on
the deletion of nodes pointing to
information in virtual instances.
Whether the deletion of the information
(which is actually held on physical hard
drives) has been fully achieved needs
to be assessed and proven. Likewise,
pathways for retrieval are dependent
on cloud providers offering sufficiently
sophisticated mechanisms for access.

For forensics examiners, identifying
and attributing data that is deleted in
the cloud to a specific user is a
challenge because the sheer volume
of data and users constantly
operating in a cloud environment
limits the amount of backups that the
cloud Provider will retain.

Primary
Category
(Subcategory)

Related
Category
(Sub-category)

Refere
nces

Architecture

Data Collection
(Data Recovery)

REF39

Architecture

Data Collection
(Data Recovery)

REF2,
REF1,
REF15,
REF23

AND/OR
For forensics examiners, identifying
and attributing data that is deleted in
the cloud to a specific user is a
challenge because cloud Providers
may not implement sufficient methods
for retrieving information on deleted
data in an Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) or Platform as a Service
(PaaS) delivery models..

2

OD/BNA/RP/RE

Recovering
overwritten
data

Recovery of
deleted data
before it may be
overwritten.

Recovery of data marked as deleted
(for which the nodes pointing to it are
deleted) is difficult since it gets
overwritten by another user in a shared
virtual environment.

20

For all stakeholders, recovering
deleted data that is overwritten by
another user is a challenge because
in a shared virtual environment there
may not be a snapshot in time (e.g.,
backup) or other record that contains
an image of the data before it was

NIST Cloud Computing Forensic Science Challenges (Draft)
overwritten.

3

RE

Evidence
correlation

Evidence
correlation
across multiple
cloud Providers

Correlation of activities across cloud
Providers is a challenge;
interoperability is an issue

For investigators, correlation of
activity is a challenge because there
is no interoperability between cloud
Providers.

Analysis

N/A

REF2,
REF1,
REF14,
REF22

4

OD/RP/RE

Reconstructing
virtual storage

Liability and
reconstruction of
virtual storage in
cloud
environments
from physical
disk images

Imaging of media has an added level
of complexity in some cloud
environments which could cause
damage to the original media and add
the risk of being sued.

For all investigators and courts,
reconstruction of virtual images or
storage is challenging because these
reconstruction algorithms need to be
validated or developed.

Analysis

Incident First
Responders
(Reconstruction)

REF2,
REF3,
REF15

RP/RE/MS

Timestamp
synchronization

Synchronization
of timestamps

Accurate time synchronization has
always been an issue in network
forensics, and is made all the more
challenging in a cloud environment as
timestamps must be synchronized
across multiple physical machines that
are spread across multiple
geographical regions, between the
cloud infrastructure and remote web
clients including numerous end points.

For analysts, correlating the
observables with disparate
timestamps is challenging because
timestamps may be inconsistent
between many sources.

Analysis
(Metadata
Logs)

N/A

REF40,
REF1,
REF2,
REF4,
REF5,
REF8

RP/RE/MS

Log format
unification

Unification of log
formats

Unification of log formats has been a
traditional issue in network forensics.
This challenge is exacerbated in the
cloud because it is extremely difficult to
unify log formats or make them
convertible to each other from the
massive resources available in the
cloud. Furthermore, proprietary or
unusual log formats of one party can
become major roadblocks in joint

For analysts, analyzing logs is a
challenge due to the lack of
unification in log formats that triggers
a significant amount of additional
work to convert between log formats,
and because it can also result in lack
and/or omission of essential data.

Analysis
(Metadata
Logs)

N/A

REF43,
REF1,
REF2,
REF5,
REF22

5

6
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investigations.

7

8

9

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

RE

Use of
metadata

Use of metadata

The use of metadata (as an
authentication method) may be in peril
since common fields (such as creation
date, last modified date, last accessed
date, etc.) may be changed as the data
is migrated to and within the cloud.
Metadata may also be changed during
the collection process, giving rise to
both authentication challenges and
spoliation worries. Entities that
maintain information in the cloud
should consider the impact of the cloud
on metadata, and understand what
metadata the cloud provider preserves
and whether it can be readily accessed
for e-discovery purposes.

For all stakeholders, authenticating
with metadata within a cloud
environment is a challenge because
the data may change or not be
preserved for e-discovery purposes
and the data moves into and within
the cloud.

Analysis
(Metadata)

N/A

REF42,
REF14

Log capture

Timeline analysis
of logs

Forensic timeline analysis of logs for
DHCP log data and log review with
correlation.

For investigators, review of DHCP
logs is a challenge because there is
no consistency from one cloud
Provider to another on how they
collect log data.

Analysis
(Metadata)

N/A

REF43,
REF1,
REF2

Interoperability
issues among
providers

No
interoperability
among providers

Identifying commonalities and major
differences between architectures can
lead to more efficient, effective, and
consistent collection of forensic
evidence.

For investigators/law
enforcement/analysts, the collection
and preservation of forensic evidence
is challenging because there is a lack
of interoperability among providers
and there is lack of control from the
customer's perspective into the
proprietary architecture and/or the
technology used.

Architecture

Standards
(Interoperability)

REF44,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF6,
REF34
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10
RP/RE
11

12

OD/BNA/RP/RE

OD/BNA/RP/RE

Single points of
failure

Single points of
failure

As has been demonstrated by outages,
cloud computing has single points of
failure that could adversely impact the
ability to acquire useful evidence.

For some investigators, evidence
acquisition is a challenge because of
the adverse impact of single points of
failure.

Architecture

Data Collection

REF45,
REF7

No single point
of failure for
criminals

No single point
of failure for
criminals

There is no single point of failure
allowing criminals to be caught in a
straightforward manner; no one
computer in a group that holds all of
the data necessary for the forensic
investigator to reconstruct the
information about the crime. A criminal
organization can choose one cloud
provider as a storage solution (e.g.,
Dropbox), obtain compute services
from a second cloud provider (e.g.,
Amazon EC2), and route all of their
communications through a third (e.g.,
Gmail or Pastebin).

For all investigators, collection and
analysis of data from distributed and
disparate sources is challenging
because perpetrators can use
services from different providers.

Architecture

Data Collection

REF46,
REF7

Detection of the
malicious act

Detection of the
malicious act

Attacks on computer systems are
typically performed through sequences
of incremental steps where each step
in an attack exploits what would
appear to be a small vulnerability. This
“stepping stone” approach to
exploitation also applies in the cloud
space. Forensics investigators will not
find a single “ah-ha” moment where an
attack is launched and a system is
compromised. Instead, they will likely
find a series of small changes made
across dozens of systems and
applications to enable an attacker to
penetrate a cloud.

For all stakeholders, detecting the
steps of a criminal attack on the cloud
is challenging because such attacks
may comprise many seemingly
benign steps across disparate
systems.

Architecture

N/A

REF47,
REF7,

23
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13

14

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE

Criminals
access to low
cost computing
power

The cloud offers
computing power
that would
otherwise be
unavailable to
criminals with
small budgets

Cloud computing offers computing
power that would otherwise be
unavailable to criminals with small
budgets. Google’s AppEngine was
used as a command-and-control
network for a botnet in 2009. Password
cracking the cloud is already offered as
a service by one security firm, and the
Amazon EC2 computer service was
used by a security researcher to crack
Wifi WPA-PSK passwords.

For all stakeholders, identifying
criminal activities is challenging
because the cloud provides
computing power at lower cost,
empowering unpredictable attacks
that would be unpractical outside a
cloud environment.

Architecture

N/A

REF48,
REF7

Real-time
investigation
intelligence
processes not
possible

Intelligence
processes for
real-time
investigation are
often not
possible in the
cloud
environment

Data that is not stored in storage
media cannot be seized; it can only be
collected in real time by placing
sensors into the real-time environment.
The manner in which such evidence is
identified must be different from that in
which evidence resides in a desktop or
within a disk. This sort of evidence
must be identified by an intelligence
process and special legal means must
be applied in many cases to collect it.
In most cloud environments, such
intelligence is hard to come by, and
most providers do not want to reveal
the specifics of their operations. Such
operations often change quickly with
time, and many parties may be
involved. For example, a cloud
infrastructure may be composed of
leased time on hundreds of systems
around the globe, owned and operated
by scores of different providers. With
records spread across such an
infrastructure, even knowing where to
look to place sensors is enormously
problematic.

For investigators and examiners,
investigating real-time incidents in the
cloud is challenging because
intelligence processes to enable such
investigations are often not possible
when collaborating/interacting with
cloud Providers or other actors.

Architecture

N/A

REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF19,
REF6,
REF5,
REF25
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15

16

17

18

RP

RP/MS

BNA/RP/RE/MS

OD/RP/RE/MS

Malicious code
may circumvent
VM isolation
methods

Malicious code
may circumvent
virtual machine
isolation
methods, and
interfere with the
hypervisor or
other guest
virtual machines

Vulnerabilities in server virtualization
allow an attacker to escape from a
guest virtual machine to either another
guest or the hypervisor itself. Ensuring
that a compromised virtual machine
stays isolated requires comprehensive
security in the hypervisor and the
software that interacts with the virtual
machine.

For the investigator/evidence
collector, acquiring forensically sound
evidence is challenging because
malicious code may circumvent
virtual machine isolation methods and
may interfere with the hypervisor or
other guest virtual machines.

Architecture

Anti-Forensics

Errors in cloud
management
portal
configurations

Configuration
errors in cloud
management
portals may
result in an
unauthorized
user being able
to reconfigure or
delete another
user's cloud
computing
platform

Vulnerabilities in management portal
applications provided by cloud
Providers may be exploited by an
unauthorized individual to gain control,
reconfigure, or delete another cloud
tenants resources or applications.

For the investigator/evidence
collector, determining the source of
an unauthorized change to a user's
cloud computing environment is
challenging because multiple
individuals are simultaneously using
the same cloud management portal.

Architecture
(MultiTenancy)

Role
Management
(Identity
Management)

Multiple venues
and geolocations

Access to
computer and
network
resources
involve
expanded scope
and may involve
more than one
venue and geolocation

Geo-location unknowns can impact the
chain of custody in finding evidence
and identifying resources that are
required for access to the system.

For all investigators, managing the
scope of collection is challenging
because distributed data collection
and chain of custody from a wide
range of sources or geo-location
unknowns can cause various
jurisdictional issues.

Architecture

Data Collection

REF47,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF4,
REF5,
REF6,
REF8,
REF9

Lack of
transparency

Lack of
transparency
triggers lack of
trust and
difficulties of
auditing

The cloud's operational details aren't
transparent enough to users.

For the investigator/evidence
collector, collecting accurate,
complete, traceable, audible and
forensically sound evidence is
challenging because of multiple levels
of computation outsourcing and lack
of transparency.

Architecture

Data Collection

REF50,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF19,
REF24

25

REF49,
REF2,
REF3,
REF11,
REF15,
REF23
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20

21

22

OD/BNA/RP/RE

Criminals can
hide in cloud

The distributed
nature of cloud
computing
enables a
criminal
organization to
maintain small
"cells" of
operation, with
no one cell
knowing the
identity of any
others

Data partitioning allows each cell in the
criminal organization to preserve its
anonymity while still sharing
information on likely victims and the
results of any criminal activities. Thus
individual members of such an
organization may be unaware of the
identities of other members.

For all stakeholders identifying "cells"
of criminal organizations is
challenging because the distributed
nature of cloud computing enables
the operations of segregated cells of
criminal organizations with no one
cell knowing the identity of any
others; therefore identifying and
associating the cells may be difficult.

Architecture

Legal
(Contract / SLA)

REF7

Role
Management
(Identity
Management)

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Cloud
confiscation
and resource
seizure

Cloud
confiscation and
resource seizure

Confiscation of cloud resources can
often affect the business continuity of
co-tenants.

For investigators, confiscation and
seizure of cloud resources to acquire
evidence may pose a challenge
because the business continuity of
other tenants may be adversely
affected.

Architecture

Legal
(Jurisdiction)

REF35,
REF1
,REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF12

OD/RP/RE

Potential
evidence
segregation

Segregation of
potential
evidence in a
multi-tenant
system

Segregation of forensic data in an
infrastructure shared by multiple users
(multi-tenant environment) is needed.
Technologies used for provisioning and
de-provisioning resources are
constantly being improved. It is a
challenge for cloud Providers and law
enforcement agencies to segregate
resources during investigations without
breaching the confidentiality of other
tenants who share the infrastructure.

For providers and investigators,
accessing the data of one tenant
without breaching the confidentiality
of other tenants is challenging
because existing technologies to do
so are not effective enough.

Architecture
(Data
Segregation)
(MultiTenancy)

Data Collection

REF51,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF6,
REF19,
REF30

Boundaries

Boundaries

System boundaries need to be defined

For all stakeholders, protection of
system boundaries is challenging
because it is difficult to define system
interfaces.

Architecture
(MultiTenancy)

Data Collection

REF24

OD/BNA/RP/RE

26
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24

25

OD/BNA/RP/RE

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Secure
provenance

Secure
provenance

Ensuring chain of custody by secure
provenance for data capture

For law enforcement, ensuring proper
chain of custody and security of data,
metadata, and possibly hardware is a
challenge because it may be difficult
to determine ownership, custody, or
accurate location.

Architecture
(Provenance)

N/A

REF52

Data chain of
custody

Chain of custody
of data

Because of the distributed, multilayered nature of cloud computing, the
chain of custody of data may be
impossible to verify. Without strict
controls it may be impossible to
determine exactly where the data was
stored, who had access, and whether
leakage or contamination of data was
possible. If data is stored in a cloud
where multiple users and cloud
Providers potentially have access,
associating the data to the suspect
beyond a reasonable doubt is a
challenge.

For law enforcement and courts,
ensuring proper chain of custody of
data is a challenge because the
distributed, shared infrastructure of
cloud computing makes identifying
and validating a chain of custody
difficult.

Architecture
(Provenance)

N/A

REF8,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF6,
REF13,
REF19

Decreased
access and
data control

Decreased
access and
control of data at
all levels by
cloud consumers

In every combination of cloud service
model and deployment model, the
cloud customer faces the challenge of
decreased access to forensic data.
Access to forensic data varies
considerably based on the cloud model
that is implemented. Decreased
access to forensic data means that
cloud customers generally have little or
no control - or even knowledge - of the
physical locations of their data. In fact,
they may only be able to specify
location at a high level of abstraction,
typically as an object or container.
Cloud Providers intentionally hide data
locations from customers to facilitate
data movement and replication.

For all investigators, gaining access
to forensic data is a challenge
because there is decreased access
and control at all levels for all
consumers.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF54,
REF1,
REF2,
REF5,
REF30
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27

28

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RE/RP/
MS

OD/RP/RE/MS

Chain of
dependencies

Chain of
dependencies in
multiple cloud
systems

Cloud Providers and most cloud
applications often have dependencies
on other cloud Providers. For example,
a cloud Provider that provides an email
application (SaaS) may depend on a
third-party provider to host log files
(i.e., PaaS), which in turn may rely on
a partner who provides the
infrastructure to store log files (IaaS). A
cloud forensic investigation thus
requires investigations of each
individual link in the dependency chain.

For all investigators, performing
investigations and accessing
evidence are a challenge, because
the dependencies of multiple cloud
systems requires investigations of
each individual link in the
dependency chain.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF1,
REF2,
REF5

Locating
evidence

Locating
evidence in a
large and
changing system

E-discovery is a critical component in
cloud computing and essential for
locating data that may be requested in
a subpoena. However, the time frame
for responses and the thoroughness of
results are questionable due to the lack
of knowledge of all locations of data
storage.

For all investigators, locating and
collecting data is challenging because
data may quickly change or
disappear and requestors lack
knowledge of where and how data
are stored.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF35,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF8,
REF12,
REF14,
REF24,
REF25

Data location

Data location

There are many uncertainties dealing
with transparency in the cloud and
distribution boundaries for retrieval due
to multiple tenants in multiple data
centers.

For all stakeholders, data collection of
target data is challenging due to the
flexibility cloud providers have in
moving data between data centers
and geographic regions.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF35,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF4,
REF5,
REF8,
REF9,
REF11,
REF12,
REF13,
REF14,
REF15,
REF19
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30

31

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Imaging and
isolating data

Data mirroring
and tracking the
movement of
data

Data mirroring over multiple machines
in different jurisdictions, as well as the
lack of transparent, real-time
information about data locations
introduces difficulties in forensic
investigations.

For first responders, imaging media
and isolating a moving data target is
challenging in a cloud environment
because of the main characteristics of
the cloud such as elasticity, automatic
allocation/de-allocation of resources,
redundancy and multi-tenancy.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF55,
REF1,
REF2

Data available
for a limited
time

Data associated
with newly
created virtual
machine
instances may
only be available
for a limited time

No research has been conducted on
determining what data is associated
with removed VM instances. If a new
VM instance is created and either
compromised or used to attack,
evidential traces may be available in
the VM. If the VM instance is then deallocated, investigators currently do not
know whether evidential traces or the
entire VM instance could be recovered.

For all stakeholders, forensic data
collection and preservation of virtual
machines is a challenge because
standard practices and tools do not
yet exist.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF56,
REF15

Locating
storage media

Identifying
storage media
where artefacts,
log files and
other evidence
may be found

In the cloud, a computer instance may
not have local persistent storage as all
storage occurs through an object store
held remotely. Thus the operational
security model of the application, which
assumes a secure local log file store, is
now broken when moved into a cloud
environment.

For all stakeholders, locating storage
in the cloud with certainty is
challenging because locating, with
certainty, storage requires a thorough
understanding of the cloud
architecture and implementation.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF8,
REF9,
REF12,
REF13,
REF14,
REF15
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33

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Evidence
identification

Sources/traces
of evidence are
generated
differently
compared to
non-cloud
environments
and pose
challenges for
evidence
identification

The first step in gathering evidence is
identifying possible sources of
evidence for collection. It is fairly
common that identified evidence
includes too little or too much
information. If too much is identified,
then court-mandated search and
seizure limitations maybe exceeded. If
too little is identified, exculpatory or
inculpatory evidence may be missed.
Commonly missed evidence comes in
the form of network logs from related
network components. In most cloud
computing environments, most of the
evidence, and particularly most of the
redundant traces, are either not
available or are not generated or
stored in the same way as they would
be in traditional non-cloud
environments. User-based login and
controls are typically in the application
rather than in the operating system, so
records tend to be limited to whatever
the application designer decided to do.

For investigators and examiners,
identifying sources/traces of evidence
is challenging because they are either
not available or are not generated or
stored in the same way as they are in
traditional non-cloud environments.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF57,
REF8,
REF30

Dynamic
storage

Dynamic storage

Some cloud Providers dynamically
allocate storage based on the current
needs of the user. As data is deleted
from the system, the storage is reallocated to optimize data reads and
storage use.

For all stakeholders, data collection of
evidence is a challenge because of
the dynamic allocation of storage,
and systems that scavenge storage
after an item is deleted.

Data
Collection

N/A

REF24,
REF29
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OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Live forensics

Live forensics is
common in cloud
environments,
but many
challenges
remain

When evidence is collected in a cloud
environment, the suspect system is still
running and data is likely to be
changing as it is being collected.
Therefore it is impossible for a third
party to verify, after acquisition, that
the data collected is correct because
the data is no longer the same as at
the time of acquisition. When
conducting live data forensics, the
processes used in data acquisition will
result in changes to the system. In
order to collect volatile evidence, the
suspect computer must remain on, and
the suspect operating system must be
used to access the needed data. For
example, when retrieving information
from RAM a program must be loaded
into the running memory, changing its
contents. Even just inserting a USB
key into a running suspect system will
alter the system. Therefore, live data
forensics usually relies on the suspect
system. Carrier [REF66] claims that
the suspect system cannot be trusted.
Rootkits or other malware in the
suspect system can provide various
anti-forensic functions, resulting in
unreliable evidence [REF70]. Also,
data residing in a VM are volatile, as
after terminating a VM, all the data
may be lost. Volatile data of a VM
includes all the logs stored in that VM,
e.g., SysLog, registry logs, and
network logs.

31

For forensics examiners, verifying the
validity and integrity of data collected
is a challenge because the data
within the cloud is volatile and
constantly changing and live
forensics tools will make changes to
the suspect system.

Data
Collection

Architecture

REF58,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF6,
REF19,
REF25
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36

37

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

MS

OD/RP/RE/MS

Resource
abstraction

Resource
abstraction

In cloud computing, abstract resources
are made available to cloud
consumers. This is often desirable to
consumers who do not want to know
how the cloud is implemented, but the
lack of transparency makes forensics
challenging. The forensic investigator
may need to know what hardware,
what hypervisor, what file system, etc.
are used in order to accurately
understand the environment.

For the investigators/evidence
collectors, discovering evidence and
acquiring the evidence in a
forensically sound manner is
challenging because the resources
are abstracted and the information
regarding cloud architecture,
hardware, hypervisor, and file system
type is not available to accurately
understand the environment.

Data
Collection

Architecture

REF50

Application
details are
unavailable

Private and
confidential
details of cloudbased
software/applicat
ions used to
produce records
are typically
unavailable to
the investigator

For example, in a particular criminal
case involving email through cloud
Providers, the details of how drafts are
turned into deliverable messages were
unavailable, leading to the inability to
prove whether or not a draft was ever
sent (and more obviously whether it
was ever transmitted or received).

For investigators and examiners,
obtaining details of a
software/application under question
hosted in the cloud is challenging
because such details might very likely
be unavailable.

Data
Collection

Architecture

REF8

Additional
evidence
collection

Additional
collection is often
infeasible in the
cloud

Relevant forensic information is often
located in places not immediately
evident from the original crime scene.
In traditional digital forensics, for cases
where evidence is stored for long
periods and can be identified as
missing in a timely fashion, the
problem can usually be mitigated by
additional collection. But in cloud
environments, such collection is often
infeasible as specific locations of
content are unknown, the volumes may
be very high, and the protocols and
mechanisms used to exchange
information may be non-standard and
poorly or not documented.

For investigators and examiners,
collecting additional evidence is
challenging because collection is
often infeasible as specific locations
of content are unknown, the volumes
may be very high, and the protocols
and mechanisms used to exchange
information may be non-standard and
poorly or not documented.

Data
Collection

Architecture

REF50,
REF8
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OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Imaging the
cloud

Imaging the
cloud

Imaging all evidence in the cloud is
impractical while partial imaging may
have legal implication in the
presentation to the court, this leads to
the suggestion that forensic acquisition
processes and tools should be an
integrated part of the cloud
functionality, instead of a bolt-on
service

For forensics examiners, law
enforcement, and the courts, imaging
evidence in the cloud is a challenge
because imaging all evidence in the
cloud is impractical while partial
imaging may have legal implication in
the presentation to the court.

Data
Collection

Architecture

REF58,
REF1,
REF2,
REF4,
REF11,
REF15,
REF30

Selective data
acquisition

Selective data
acquisition

Selective data acquisition implies a
preliminary analysis, or some prior
knowledge, to reduce the overall
dataset in which an investigator is
interested. Some investigators focus
on data sources that they believe are
likely to provide the richest sources of
information, but justifiable exclusion
remains a challenge.

For forensic examiners, performing a
selective data acquisition is a
challenge because prior knowledge
about relevant data sources is often
difficult to obtain in a cloud
environment.

Data
Collection

Incident First
Responders

REF20,
REF21

Cryptographic
key
management

Cryptographic
key management

Ineffective encryption key management
makes it easier to lose the ability to
decrypt forensic data stored in the
cloud

For all investigators, decryption of
data is a challenge because the
ephemeral nature of cloud resources
(flexibility, elasticity, volatility, always
changing, etc.) and the scale of the
systems may cause ineffective key
management and the loss of the
ability to decrypt data needed for
forensic investigations.

Data
Collection

Legal
(Privacy)

REF59,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF19

Ambiguous
trust
boundaries

Ambiguous trust
boundaries
between users
can cause
questionable
data integrity

The use of cloud services, especially of
multi-tenant environments, may
increase risk to the integrity of data,
both at rest and during processing.

For investigators/evidence collectors,
obtaining non-corrupted, complete set
of data for forensic evidence poses a
challenge in multi-tenant cloud
environments because not all
vendors implement vertical isolation
for consumers' data

Data
Collection
(Data
Integrity)

N/A

REF58,
REF15,
REF26
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44
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OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

OD/BNA/RE

Data integrity
and evidence
preservation

Responsibility for
quality of
evidence,
evidence
admissibility,
faults and
failures in data
integrity and
digital
preservation is
shared among
multiple actors
and the
opportunities for
such faults and
failures are
higher in the
cloud context

Digital evidence that is presented in
court is admitted or rejected based on
the relative weights of probative and
prejudicial value. Faults occur either
intentionally or accidentally and consist
of missed content, contextual
information, meaning of content,
process elements, relationships,
ordering, timing, location, corroborating
content, consistencies, and
inconsistencies. In the cloud, the faults
may extend to multiple computers in
multiple locations under control of
multiple parties. Thus opportunities for
faults and failures are extended in the
cloud.

For all stakeholders, maintaining
quality of evidence, evidence
admissibility and integrity of data and
preserving evidence is challenging
because faults and failures in data
integrity are shared among multiple
parties, and the chance for such
faults and failures increases in cloud
environments due to the sharing of
data/responsibilities.

Data
Collection
(Data
Integrity)

Architecture

REF60,
REF8

Root of trust

Root of trust

Cloud implementations have multiple
layers of abstraction, from hardware to
virtualization to guest operating
systems. The integrity and
trustworthiness of forensic data is
dependent on the cumulative
trustworthiness of the layers that could
potentially manipulate or compromise
data integrity. Further, users must now
trust cloud providers, unless integrity
can be guaranteed another way (e.g.
cryptographic hashes, hardware roots
of trust, etc.).

For all investigators, determining the
trustworthiness and integrity of cloud
forensics data is a challenge because
of the dependence on the cumulative
integrity of multiple layers of
abstraction throughout the cloud
system.

Data
Collection
(Data
Integrity)

Legal

REF58,
REF21,
REF24,
REF26

Competence
and
trustworthiness

Competence and
trustworthiness
of the cloud
Provider as an
effective,
immediate firstresponder

When an incident occurs on the side of
the cloud Provider, the cloud Provider
may be more concerned with restoring
service than with preserving evidence.
Further, the cloud Provider may begin
its own investigation into an incident
without taking proper precautions to
ensure the integrity of potential
evidence. In more severe cases, cloud
Providers may not report or cooperate
in investigation of incidents for fear of

For all stakeholders confidence,
competence, and trustworthiness of
cloud providers acting as firstresponders is a challenge because
the goals and priorities of the cloud
providers may differ from those of the
investigators.

Incident First
Responders

Legal
(Contract / SLA)

REF58,
REF21,
REF24,
REF26,
REF28,
REF30
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OD/BNA/RP/RE

RP/RE/MS

Missing terms
in contract or
SLA

Missing terms in
contract or
Service Level
Agreement

Requirements that the cloud provider
maintain and/or produce pertinent
evidence within specified time
constraints may not be specified in the
agreement.

For all stakeholders, lack of forensic
related terms in cloud contracts is
challenging because it could inhibit
the generation and collection of
existing appropriate data as well as
generating potentially appropriate
data.

Legal
(Contract /
SLA)

N/A

REF1,
REF2,
REF5,
REF32

Limited
investigative
power

Limited
investigative
power

In civil cases, there may be limited
investigative power given to
investigators or consulting firms to
legally obtain data under the respective
jurisdictions.

For investigators and consulting
firms, obtaining data for civil cases
under the respective jurisdictions is
challenging because they often have
limited investigative powers.

Legal

N/A

REF35,
REF1,
REF2,
REF12

Reliance on
cloud providers

Reliance on
cloud providers

Data acquisition today relies almost
exclusively on cooperation of cloud
providers, often in compliance with
legal processes. Cooperation may be
limited by the number of employees
and other resources at the provider,
and does not scale.

For all investigators, acquiring cloud
forensics data is challenging because
it relies on the cooperation of the
cloud Providers, which may be limited
due to limited provider resources.

Legal

N/A

REF54,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF4,
REF12,
REF13,
REF21
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Physical data
location

Physical data
location

Because physical locations of data are
unknown (due in part to lack of local
storage and access to the hardware),
there are difficulties in specifying and
responding to subpoenas. This can
inhibit collection of evidence by a first
responder, particularly dynamic
evidence. Therefore acquisition of
forensic images is preferred over
seizure of servers from a data center
which is not feasible due to the conflict
with privacy rights of other tenants.

For law enforcement and courts,
specifying on a subpoena the
physical location(s) of data is
challenging because the requestor
often does not know where the data
is physically stored.

Legal

N/A

Port protection

Port protection

Scanning of ports using SPAN or
TAPS is a challenge.

For investigators, scanning of ports is
challenging because cloud Providers
do not provide access to the physical
infrastructure of their networks.

Legal

Data Collection

Transfer
protocol

Transfer protocol

There is a need to ensure the
capability of TCP/IP v 6 dumps and
Windows dumps including TCP
segment deciphering.

For investigators, dumping of TCP/IP
network traffic is a challenge because
cloud Providers do not provide
access to the physical infrastructure
of their networks.

Legal

Data Collection

E-discovery

E-discovery

There are extensive challenges in
response time to an e-discovery
request because of location uncertainty
of data and the need for assurance of
completion of the request.

For all stakeholders, response time
for e-discovery is challenging
because of location uncertainty of the
data and the uncertainty about
whether all relevant data were
discovered.

Legal

Data Collection

REF35,
REF1,
REF2,
REF14

Lack of
international
agreements &
laws

Lack of
international
agreements and
laws

There is a lack of international
collaboration and legislative
mechanisms in cross-nation data
access and exchange.

For all stakeholders, gaining access
to and exchanging data is challenging
because of lack of international
collaboration and lack of cross-nation
legislative mechanisms.

Legal
(Jurisdiction)

N/A

REF36,
REF1,
REF2,
REF6,
REF13
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International
cloud services

There has been
very little
definition of what
to do if data is
stored on a nonnational cloud
service that is
currently
connected while
the investigator
begins a live
analysis of the
suspect system.

If the data is accessible, an
investigator may save a considerable
amount of time by acquiring the data
from the connected service rather than
waiting for international requests.
However, authority on this matter is not
always clear. A lack of definition on the
scope of acquisition of data on nonnational remote connections
sometimes depends on the country,
and many times depends on the
investigator's preliminary analysis of
the remotely stored data as well as the
likelihood of receiving the data if an
international request was made.

For all investigators, real-time, live
access to data on international cloud
services is challenging because of
lack of definition and agreements
dealing with authority to access the
data.

Legal
(Jurisdiction)

N/A

REF21

RP

Jurisdiction

Jurisdiction

A growing number of inter-connected
devices can be exploited from almost
anywhere in the world, but law
enforcement still struggle with the
concept of jurisdiction in an online
world without borders, sometimes
resulting in illegal, or at least
questionable, cross-border actions by
law enforcement

For all investigators, legal access to
data is challenging because
questions of international jurisdiction
have not been worked out.

Legal
(Jurisdiction)

N/A

REF35,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF4,
REF5,
REF6,
REF8,
REF9,
REF12,
REF13,
REF19,
REF20
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International
communication

International
communication

Cloud computing blurs physical, policy,
and jurisdictional boundaries globally.
However, law enforcement at a global
level has yet to find effective, timely,
and efficient international
communication and cooperation
channels. Conferences such as the
International Symposium on
Cybercrime Response specifically
discuss international law enforcement
communication and collaboration
efforts. Global law enforcement
communication channels, such as
INTERPOL’s I-24/7 network or the G8
24/7 network, connect many countries,
but are limited by their structure and
bureaucracy. Many officers have found
the global networks to be somewhat
effective if the request is not overly
urgent. However, these networks have
failed to address real-time requests for
help from countries under DDoS
attack. Many times, law enforcement
will prefer faster, informal channels to
begin an international investigation,
rather that traversing such networks.

For law enforcement, achieving timely
and effective communication and
cooperation at an international level
when dealing with an investigation in
a multi-jurisdictional cloud is
challenging because mechanisms
and networks for such communication
are often slow and inefficient.

56

RP/MS

Confidentiality
and PII

Concern for
confidentiality
and personally
identifiable
information (PII)

Cloud computing has significant
implications for the privacy of personal
information as well as for the
confidentiality of business and
governmental information; there is a
lack of legislative mechanism
facilitating evidence retrieval involving
confidential data.

For all stakeholders, maintaining
confidentiality of cloud data is
challenging because of lack of
legislation governing the conditions
under which such data can be
accessed by investigators.
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Legal
(Jurisdiction)

N/A

REF2,
REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF8,
REF9,
REF13,
REF20,
REF31

Legal
(Privacy)

N/A

REF37,
REF6,
REF13
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Reputation fate
sharing

"Reputation fate
sharing"

Reputation does not virtualize well.
One customer can impact the
reputation of the cloud provider and all
co-hosted users. A spammer using the
cloud Provider's IP range may get
these IP addresses blacklisted. This
could potentially disrupt service of
legitimate cloud customers if they are
later assigned IP addresses that have
been blacklisted.

For legal/ethical cloud consumers
and cloud providers, rehabilitating the
reputation affected by illegal/unethical
activities of some cloud consumers is
challenging because the dynamic,
automatic assignment of resources
(e.g., IP addresses) might cause the
assignment of resources that have
been blacklisted due to the
illegal/unethical activities of some
cloud consumers to other legal/ethical
cloud consumers. Such an
assignment affects the legal/ethical
cloud consumer's activities and
overall cloud provider's reputation,
and ultimately business.

Legal
(Ethical)

N/A

REF38,
REF20
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Identifying
account owner

Role
management
makes it difficult
to identify
suspect

Insufficient granularity of user/process
identities and/or the lack of policy
enforcement requiring use of unique
identities may inhibit the ability to
positively identify a suspect.

For all investigators, positively
identifying the owner of an account is
challenging because the technology
or policy does not support sufficient
identification of the owner of the
account.

Role
Management
(Identity
Management)

N/A

REF1,
REF2,
REF5,
REF19

59

OD/BNA

Fictitious
identities

Criminals can
create entire
fictitious
identities online
to link to their
cloud accounts,
creating excess
"noise" for the
forensic
investigator to
analyze

For example, most cloud providers will
require a name, address, and credit
card to register an account. A criminal
can trivially obtain credit card numbers,
and then create fake profiles on
existing legitimate social media
websites to make his/her cloud identity
appear to have a corresponding
equivalent in the “real world.” A
forensic investigator is then faced with
the daunting challenge of obtaining
data on the criminal identity from
multiple online entities, many of which
are geographically spread around the
world.

For all investigators, determining the
actual identity of a cloud user
(legitimate or illegitimate) is
challenging because criminals can
enter fictitious identities.

Role
Management
(Identity
Management)

N/A
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Decoupling
user credentials
& physical
location

Decoupling
between cloud
user credentials
and physical
users

Due to the decoupling between cloud
user credentials and physical users,
network-type metadata plays a
significant role in the data acquisition
process. A challenge is how to bind a
cloud username with a physical entity
in order to prove the physical
ownership of the data attributed to the
cloud username.

For forensics examiners, positively
attributing a cloud user's credentials
to a physical user is a challenge
because there is no mandatory nonrepudiation methods implemented in
the cloud and sophisticated
encryption and network proxy
services may raise questions as to
the validity of network-type metadata.

Role
Management
(Identity
Management)

N/A

REF15

61

RP

Authentication
and access
control

Authentication
and access
control

Access control in cloud environments
is somewhat difficult, and may not
meet data protection regulations.

For forensics examiners (and other
pertinent actor), positively identifying
the entities that accessed data
without being authorized (as opposed
to the actors who were authorized to
access the data) is challenging
because the authentication and
access control to users' cloud
accounts may not meet data
protection regulations.

Role
Management
(Identity
Management)

N/A

REF1,
REF2,
REF3,
REF5,
REF19,
REF24
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Testability,
validation, and
scientific
principles not
addressed

Testability,
validation, and
scientific
principles have
not been widely
addressed

Test and validation processes for cloud
forensics hardware, software, policies,
and techniques have not been created.

For law enforcement and courts,
using and/or collecting results from
tested and validated tools and
techniques is challenging because
test beds, test processes, validated
techniques, and trained test
engineers specializing in cloud
environments are rare.

Standards

N/A

63

OD/BNA/RP/RE/
MS

Lack of
standard
processes &
models

Lack of standard
processes and
models

"The reality is that there is no single
process for digital forensics." Various
process models have been proposed,
however there is no one accepted
standard, and the majority of
organizations are creating their own
SOPs, which may or may not be based
on an existing process model.

For forensics examiners, law
enforcement, and the courts,
establishing standard procedures
and best practices for investigations
in the cloud is a challenge because
standards and procedures in cloud
forensics are much less mature than
in traditional forensics and far from
being widely adopted.

Standards
(No Single
Process)

N/A
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MS

Limited
knowledge of
logs and
records

Custodians and
individuals
responsible for
record keeping in
cloud provider
companies might
have limited
knowledge on
what logs and
records might be
sought for as
evidence

Unlike a traditional computing
environment to which the forensics
examiner might have access to
perform experiments, in the cloud, the
details of what logs are produced, what
other records are produced and/or
kept, and where they might be found
are opaque except through testimony
of representatives of the provider. In
many cases, these individuals are
custodians of the records, but don't
have detailed knowledge of
technologies or actual records that
might be found if sought. Indeed,
companies benefit from not keeping
such records or having custodians with
only limited knowledge.

For all stakeholders, trusting
records/logs kept in cloud
environments is challenging because
custodians and individuals
responsible for these operations
might have only limited knowledge
and may not be qualified for evidence
preservation.

Training

N/A

REF10
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Cloud training
for investigators

Lack of training
materials that
educate
investigators on
cloud computing
technology and
cloud forensics
operating
policies and
procedures.

Most digital forensic training materials
are outdated and are not applicable in
cloud environments. The lack of
knowledge about cloud technology
may interfere with remote
investigations where systems are not
physically accessible and there is an
absence of proper tools to effectively
investigate the cloud computing
environment. Operating system
virtualization permits the
implementation of many different
operating systems that share the same
underlying platform resources. This
includes the sharing of operating
system and security software as well
as hardware. Moreover, only few
standard operating policies are in place
for cloud forensics making the
approach more trial and error than
scientific.

For forensics investigators/evidence
collector, getting trained in cloud
computing technology and forensics
operations in cloud environments are
challenging because most digital
forensic training materials are
outdated and do not address cloud
environments.

Training
(Qualification
&
Certification)

Standards
(No Single
Process)

REF1,
REF2,
REF5,
REF8
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Annex C - Mind Maps
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Annex C.1: Categories and Subcategories
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Figure 2: Mind Map – Categories and Subcategories
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Annex C.2: Primary Categories
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Figure 3: Mind Map – Primary Categories
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Annex C.3: Related Categories
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Figure 4: Mind Map – Related Categories
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